Introduction
'I'he question of bars within bars has been reviewed by Friedli and Martinet (1993) , who have also performed N-body simulations to produce nested bars. They propose that if a system of embedded bars is effective in trimsporti]~g gas to the galactic center (Shlosrnan et al. 1989 ), then it is perhaps a step in the secular evolution of barred galaxies. In order to pursue this int cresting propositicm, and also because observational evidence for the existence of secondary bars is mounting (e.g. Buia & Crocker, 1993; Shaw etal, 1993 , Wozniak et al. 1994 , it is important to understand the stellar kinematics in such Systems.
As a first step in this direction , we compute stellar orbits in a two dimensional potential representing the galaxy and examine surfaces of seciion (s.o.s. ) in the galactic plane. We consider the secondary bar to rotate at the same pattern speed and to be (a) parallel and (b) perpendicular to the pri]nary bar. ltl each case we study the effect of increasing the mass of the secondary bar and of changing its width. We find that increasing the mass of the secondary bar causes the appearance of resonances, particularly for the perpendicular bar, when the] e is a rich resonance structure in the surface of section. The effect of the resor,ances is, of course, to destabilize the I? (or Zl) orbits which support the bar. The effect of tile inner bar in this sense is similar to that of a spherical central mass, the growth of which causes bar destruction (Hasan & Norman 1990) . A similar effect is seen when wc keep the mass of the secondary bar constant, but make it more concentrated by reducing its width (cf. Hasan et al. 1993 for the spherical central mass case). An interesting difference wc observe in the surfaces of section of the case of a spherical central mass and an inner bar is, that in the latter case increasing the ceniral mass produces resonance structures on the retrograde side as we]l. In the former case, retrograde orbits were not strc,ngly affcctcd by a growth of a central mass (Hasan et al. 1993) .
We propose to follow up this study by computing periodic orbits in a three dimensional model potential and also for the more interesting case c)f two bars inclined at an arbitrary angle and rotating at different pattern speeds.
Formulation
The galactic potential is approximated by v = Vc -1 v~, + v~(1)
where V = , representing the axisyrnmentric central (disk) co]nponent, is modelled by a Plumrncr sphere
Here A= is the length scale of the sphere, G,t,lle gravit aiional constant and Llc, the total mass of the sphere. An inhomogeneous prolate bar with density distribution
where x' yz 2.2 m'=;z+~-t-;i
with a > b, h =: c, is chosen to model the components Vbi of the potential. We consider orbits in the galactic plane corotating with the bars (both bars are considered to have the same pattern speed). The free parameters of this potential are as follows.
1. The relative mass ratio of the bars kfbi /MT, where A4~ :-Mbl + Mb, 3 Mc.
2.
The semi-major axes of the bars, a;.
3. The bar axial ratios, bi/ai. For normalization purposes it is found convenie]lt to fix the primary bar semi-major axis al at 9 kpc, and the total mass MT = 4.67 x 10 IOMc) (I]asan and Norman, 1990). l'or all cases studied this normalization results in a pattern speed flP ~ 15 knl/sec/kpc so that RCr /a l =-1. The parameters fixed for all calculations are: the primary bar mass, Mbl /M T =-().3, its semi-minor axis, bl == 4.05 kpc, secondary bar major axis, az == 1,8 kpc and the length scale of the central component, AC/al == 0.5. The Jacobi constant was fixed so that a star could reach a maximum distance corresponding to the edge of the minor axis of the primary bar. The nlinor axis of the secondary bar was fixed to 0.45a 2 == 0.81 kpc.
The

Discussion of results
We examined the effect of the secondary bar on the orbits of this potential for four sets of conditions. 1. Secondary bar parallel to primary bar and mass varied. As the mass of the secondary bar was varied, the core mass was allowed to vary so that the total mass remained constant. 
Variation of secondary bar mass
Orbiis were computed bysolving thecquations ofnlotion numerically using a seventheight order Runge Kutta scheme. Stars were launched along the y-axis with velocities parallel to the positive z--axis, and surfaces of section plots made by storing the values of (y, ~) every time the star crossed the y-axis with a positive value of x.
Secondary bar parallel to primary bar
An examination of the surfaces of section for this case (which we shall refer to as case I) are shown in Figure 1 . From the figure we scc that in the presence of a small secondary bar (A4k/lkfl = 0.05) the direct orbits which support the bar (the II or Z1 orbits) fill almost all the space available to direct orbits (RHS of surfaces of section in the figures).
As the mass of the secondary bar increases the interaction of the primary and secondary bars causes the appearance of resonances, represe]lted by islands, both on the direct and retrograde sides. Further, the region of stochasticity increases and the phase space occupied by D orbits shrinks, thus causing a weakening of the prinlary bar. Nevertheless, the primary bar is not destroyed till the secondary bar is quite massive (-20% of the total mass). Particularly noticeable is a. minor orbit family, which starts breaking off from the B family, when kfb, /M~ =-0.11, and appeals in the surface of section diagram as a protrusion in the ovid invariant curve. As the ikfbz grows, the minor family strengthens and appears as a distinct island of curves lying between the retrograde and direct orbit families. In our earlier analyses of spherical central masses (Hasan et al. 1993) we saw that this family of "banana" orbits or "looplets'> takes stars outside the galactic plane and helps populate the bulge.
Secondary bar perpendicular to prix]lary bar
The surfaces of section for this case (referred to as case 11) have Len plotted along side the earlier case (of the secondary bar parallel to prin]ary bar) for purposes of comparison. l'he general behavior of the S.O. S is similar in both cases. Ilowcver, the minor orbit family appears for smaller masses, A4~, /Lf~, .: 0.07 and has disappeared once the mass has grown to Mb, /M T == 0.09. For still heavier secondary bars, the invariant curves representing 13 orbits change from an oval shape to a more rectangular to a diamond shape, indicating that the influence of the secondary bar is stronger, and the galaxy will get a boxier shape. The orbits are still elongated along the primary bar, but develop complicated looped shapes as higher order resonances set ill. Stochasticity along both bars increases and eventually both bars will be destroyed.
Role of resonances in bar destruction
Physical insight may be gained by looking at the frequency curves for each case. These arc shown in l?ig.2 for two cases. In each case curves are plotted for the angular velocities Qz and flu along x and y respectively and the corresponding curves for Q. --Kz/2 and Qv -KV/2, where m represents the "epicyclic frequency" given by
Here V = , Vv represent partial derivatives of the pote~ltial with respect to x and y respectively and V&, Vvv arc the corresponding second derivatives. For all cases considered here, the pattern speed, QP, is lower than the peak in the curves C!--tc/2, indicating the presence of Inner I,indl)lad Resonances (I I, R). For the case of the parallel bars (case 1) there are two IL]ts corresponditlg to the two bars. Between the potential center and the first ILR, and t}le second II,R and coronation, orbits will be parallel and support bars, while in the in between region, or}.]its will be antialigned to t}le bar. As the secondary bar mass increases in nlass, the outer I1,R moves closer to the coronation radius, thus reducing the phase space available to 1] orbits supporting the primary bar, which eventually gets destroyed. At the same tinle, the inner II,R moves closer to the potential center, reducing the phase space available to the secondary bar and causing its destruction, For the case of the perpendicular bars (case H), only the outm JLR is present. The orbits close to the potential center are antialigned, t)lus supporting the secondary bar. With increase in mass of the secondary bar, as in case I, the outer II,lt moves outwards and the bar is eventually destroyed.
Variation of secondary bar axial ratio (b2/a2)
The problem was re-examined in anothel comp]~!mentary scheme. This time the mass, it!fb, /MT, of the secondary bar was fixed at 0.05, and was concentrated more and more inside the bar by changing the axial ratio, bz/a2 = 0.45, 0,35, ().25, holding all other parameters constant. Some examples of surfaces of section are shown in Figure 3 . As expected from our earlier studies (lIasan et al. 1993), a thimlcr and more concentrated secondary bar causes more siochasticity than a thicker, lCSS dense bar. In case II, for bz/a2 == 0.25, some of the B orbits are converted 10 A orbits, which manifest themselves in the S.O, S. as islands along the edges of the S.O. S. along the zero velocity curve,
Summary
In the case of two bars rotating with the same pattern speed, the influence of a secondary bar on stellar orbits in a barred galaxy is to destabilize thcm and to weaken and eventually destroy both bars. A small secondary bar call retain its identity, but as it increases in mass, it will shrink in size, as will the primary. This behavior is interpreted as an interplay between the natural resonance frequencies of the bars and the appearance and outward movement of an outer ILR and, ill case ], also the inward movement of an inner lLR.
A more detailed study of periodic orbits in a three dimensional potential is under way to characterize the orbits and examine the effect of inner bars and rings on motion out of the galactic plane. orbits for bars rotating at different pattern speeds and arbitrary angles will also be , . (t) .,=: ,, ,. :,. ., . . ,. ,,:
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